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ENHANCED BY GERMAN TECHNOLOGY

The new VanContact™ 4Season.
 > All-year efficiency due to reduced fuel consumption 

 > High braking performance on wet, muddy and snowy roads 

 > Excellent handling and braking on dry roads

All-season 
efficiency

New!



Tyre width in mm Tyre cross section Rim size in inches Speed symbol Load index

185–235 Series 60–80 14–16 R/T/H 99–121

Tyre dimensions.

365 days of efficient safety.

Technical highlights.
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All-season tyres for vans and transporters.

Excellent handling and braking on dry roads.
The VanContact™ 4Season is a solid companion when it comes to short braking distances on dry roads. 
Furthermore, handling and stability are improved due to a good steering response. This dry perform-
ance is only possible through the ribbon structure at the centre and handling rip in the shoulder, which 
increase the stiffness level of the pattern.

Tyre performance.

VanContact™ 4Season 
Vanco™ FourSeason 2 = 100%

High braking performance on wet, muddy and snowy roads.
The high number of sipes maximises the edge length in order to interlock with wet roads and thus 
improves wet braking performance. Additionally, the V-shaped drainage and wide lateral grooves  
optimise the water distribution from the centre to the outside, successfully operating against  
aquaplaning. 

Especially in wintry conditions, the wave-shaped sipe which increases sipe edge length provides out-
standing braking performance. Combined with the step in shoulder groove as well as strong and efficient 
gripping edges, the VanContact™ 4Season ensures high interlocking on snow which leads to excellent  
grip and handling on snowy roads.

All-year efficiency due to reduced fuel consumption.
The innovative tread compound with the new generation of silica efficiently reduces the fuel  
consumption through low rolling resistance, making the tyre a profitable investment for the future.

Wear
113%

Rolling resistance
124%

Noise
100%

Aquaplaning,
 lateral
108%

Handling 
110%

Dry braking
107%

Aquaplaning,
longitudinal 

100%

Wet braking
101%

Snow 
96%


